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ABSTRACT
Smart contracts are self-executing programs that are stored on the
blockchain. Once a smart contract is compiled and deployed on
the blockchain, it cannot be modified. Therefore, having a bug-
free smart contract is vital. To ensure a bug-free smart contract,
it must be tested thoroughly. However, little is known about how
developers test smart contracts in practice. Our study explores 139
open source smart contract projects that are written in Solidity
to investigate the state of smart contract testing from three di-
mensions: (1) the developers working on the tests, (2) the used
testing frameworks and testnets and (3) the type of tests that are
conducted. We found that mostly core developers of a project are
responsible for testing the contracts. Second, developers typically
use only functional testing frameworks to test a smart contract,
with Truffle being the most popular one. Finally, our results show
that functional testing is conducted in most of the studied projects
(93%), security testing is only performed in a few projects (9.4%) and
traditional performance testing is conducted in none. In addition,
we found 34 projects that mentioned or published external audit
reports.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software testing and debug-
ging.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Academic and industrial attention in the blockchain technology has
exploded in recent years. Blockchain is a decentralized, distributed
technology that enables trust between entities without the involve-
ment of a third party by storing permanent and unalterable blocks
that ensure the integrity of the stored data. New data can be stored
on the blockchain in several ways, one of them being through smart
contracts. A smart contract is a self-executing script of which the
proper execution is given when predefined conditions are met [23].
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Ethereum is the most popular blockchain that stores smart con-
tracts, with Solidity being the most popular high-level language
for defining these contracts. Solidity is still a relatively immature
language that is changing rapidly [8]. The rapid changes in Solidity
add challenges to smart contract development and make it hard to
thoroughly test smart contracts. Testing smart contracts is essen-
tial as bugs in smart contracts can lead to large financial losses (as
demonstrated by the DAO bug which resulted in a loss of $60M [9]).

Several studies have proposed solutions to create high-quality
smart contracts [10, 14, 16, 18–20]. In addition, there exist a small
number of open source development platforms, e.g., Truffle [13]
and Hardhat [17], to support the development and testing of smart
contracts. However, three surveys [1, 4, 5] revealed that open source
developers grumble about the lack of support for testing smart
contracts compared to that for testing traditional applications.

In this paper, we perform an exploratory study on how Solidity
smart contracts are tested in open source projects. We studied 139
Solidity open source projects from GitHub repositories focusing on
the following research questions:

RQ1. Who are the developers involved in testing Solidity
smart contracts?We found that mainly the core developers of a
project are responsible for testing smart contracts, even though
there are usually several non-core developers that contribute to the
rest of the project.

RQ2. What are the preferred tools and testnets for test-
ing Solidity smart contracts? We observed that Truffle and
Hardhat are by far the most used tools for testing smart contracts.
Few projects used other tools, in particular those stemming from
academic research.

RQ3. What types of tests are performed on Solidity smart
contracts? Smart contracts running in blockchain is a recent rev-
olutionary technology. As in traditional applications, testing is
essential to guarantee high-quality development. However, smart
contract testing is affected by new technical challenges, e.g., the
decentralization and immutability features. This research question
shows smart contracts are tested mostly by functional test cases.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses back-
ground concepts and related work. In Section 3, we describe our
exploratory study setup and methodology. Section 4 presents our
study results. Section 5 discusses the threats to the validity and
Section 6 concludes our study.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Blockchain and smart contracts. Blockchain is a decentralized,
distributed technology that allows secure transactions to be made
between entities without requiring a third party (such as a bank). An
important property of a blockchain is that records (blocks) cannot
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be altered once they are added to the blockchain. The most famous
example of blockchain technology is the Bitcoin currency which
runs on the Bitcoin blockchain. However, recently other imple-
mentations of blockchain have become popular, with the Ethereum
blockchain [3] being the most notable example.

Ethereum is open source and allows users to develop their own
programs that run on the blockchain. An example of such a pro-
gram is a smart contract, a self-executing script (often written in
Solidity) that executes in the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)
once the specified conditions in the contract are met. For example,
the ownership of a house is transferred once a certain amount of
money is transferred into the account that is specified in the con-
tract. The performed transactions consume computational effort in
the EVM that is measured in gas units. Since gas fees are paid in
Ether (the Ethereum currency), gas represents real money. Hence,
any transaction on the Ethereum blockchain costs money.

Testnets. To test a blockchain application, testnets can be used.
Testnets are public blockchains that permit developers to test smart
contracts in a staging environment with free gas. The most popular
testnets for Ethereum are Kovan, Rinkeby and Ropsten, which
allow to test smart contracts’ functionalities and interactions in an
EVM. Several EVM-based testnets exist that mimic the Ethereum
blockchain but at the same time differ in technical configurations.

Tools for testing smart contracts. Most of the proposed test-
ing tools focus on the security of smart contracts (e.g., MythX [6],
SmartCheck [24], ContractFuzzer [14], Harvey [26]), Madmax [11],
Securify [25], Slither [10], Manticore [20], Echidna [12], and,
ReGuard [16]. Only a few frameworks focus on other aspects of test-
ing smart contracts such as their functionality (e.g., Truffle [13],
Hardhat [17], dapp.tools [7], and Brownie [2]).

3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we explain the methodology of our exploratory
study, which is depicted by Figure 1.

Gathering data:Wequeried the GitHubAPI to collect open source
Solidity projects using a custom query in August, 2021. To ensure
mature and active Solidity projects were considered, we limited our
search to Solidity projects with at least ten stars and one hundred
commits, likewise, we only considered non-archived projects. After
these steps our dataset had 199 Solidity projects. Finally, we manu-
ally reviewed the Solidity projects and filtered out projects that were
not intended for smart contract development. We excluded tutorials,
repositories with no description, and testing frameworks, libraries
and tools. At the end of this step, we obtained 139 repositories that
contained at least one smart contract.

Identifying test files for smart contracts: The next step is to identify
the test files in the projects. We were interested in actual test files
and other files that reveal information about how testing is done
in Solidity projects. To create our dataset, we first used heuristics
to identify test files in each Solidity project. We included files that
matched at least one of the next patterns: */test*/*, */script/*,
*mock*, *.spec.* or *t.sol*. Second, the first author reviewed
the obtained files and kept the files that provided data about the unit
and integration testing, performance test cases and used testing
tools. We ended up having 3,270 test files in our dataset. In addition,
we manually reviewed the names of the folders in each project

to make sure that we did not overlook relevant files. If we came
across additional files that contained relevant information about
the testing process, such as Makefile that specify the used testing
framework, we considered those for RQ2 and RQ3 as well.

Finally, we reviewed YAML files to analyze if the test was per-
formed within a continuous integration (CI) pipeline. We recorded
the testing script and the CI tool name that was used.

Identifying configuration files: We manually identified configu-
ration files for testing tools (e.g., truffle.js). Our final dataset is
available online [21].

4 RESULTS OF OUR EXPLORATORY STUDY
In this section we present the motivation, approach and findings
for our research questions.

4.1 RQ1. Who are the developers involved in
testing Solidity smart contracts?

Motivation: We study which developers are involved in smart con-
tract testing to get a better idea of how this task is approached in
open source projects. Our hypothesis is that this type of testing is
not a popular contribution to make for open source contributors.

Approach: We used the same metric as in our prior work [15] to
identify if developers working on testing are core developers of a
project. First, we ran the git command git shortlog -s -n HEAD
to identify the developers that committed to each test file. Second,
we determine the top-𝑛 developers working on the project, where
𝑛 was the total number of developers coding test files. We identify
these 𝑛 developers as the core developers of the project. Finally,
we calculated the ratio between the total number of developers
working on the tests and the top-𝑛 developers of every project.

After obtaining the (test) developers names, we manually dedu-
plicated them. For example, in the /balancer-labs/balancer-core
project we merged the records for “fernandomartinelli" and “fer-
nando martinelli" as they clearly point to the same person. In total,
we merged 11% of the developers because they contributed to the
profile under different names.

To compare the distributions, we utilized the Wilcoxon signed-
rank test. The Wilcoxon signed-ranked test is a non-parametric
statistical test of which the null hypothesis states that two input
distributions are identical. We used Cliff’s delta𝑑 to quantify the dif-
ference between the distributions, using the thresholds mentioned
by Romano et al. [22]: negligible if |𝑑 | ≤ 0.147; small if 0.147 <|𝑑 | ≤
0.33; medium if 0.33 <|𝑑 | ≤ 0.474; and large if 0.474 <|𝑑 | ≤ 1.

Findings: In the studied projects a median of 80% of the
test developers was also part of the core team. Figure 2 shows
the portion of test developers who are core among the total of
test developers. We observe a median of 0.80 for test developers
who are part of the core team. This result suggests that testing
smart contracts is a responsibility of core developers and having
contributions from external developers is unlikely. The Wilcoxon
signed-rank test shows that the two distributions are significantly
different with a large effect size.

https://github.com/balancer-labs/balancer-core
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Figure 1: Overview of the steps taken in our methodology.
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Figure 2: Portion of test developers who are core developers.

4.2 RQ2. What are the preferred tools and
testnets for testing Solidity smart
contracts?

Motivation: Investigating which tools and testnets developers use
to test smart contracts reveals which testing approaches developers
take in practice. Moreover, even though all studied contracts are
intended to end up on the Ethereum blockchain or any blockchain
that adopts EVM as its smart contract runtime, for testing this is
usually avoided as executing transactions over an EVM-compatible
blockchain is not free (i.e., because of the gas consumption). Instead,
developers can use testnets which are public blockchain networks
to test the smart contracts in a real-world environment.

Findings: 69 (50%) of the studied projects use Truffle for
testing. Table 1 shows that the most used testing frameworks
are Truffle, Hardhat and dapp.tools which are mainly used for
unit testing. Contrary, the least used testing tools in our data are
Manticore, Embark and Solgraph.

48 (34.5%) of 139 projects donot provide information about
using testnets as part of their testing process. This result sug-
gests that these projects might test the smart contracts in a private
blockchain without interaction with existing smart contracts, e.g.,
a private blockchain offered by Truffle, Hardhat or dapp.tools.
Another explanation is that testnets are used but configured lo-
cally, e.g., within an integrated development environment (IDE).

Table 1: Testing tools used by Solidity open source projects.

Tool Description # of projects

Truffle Testing framework 69
Hardhat Testing framework 54
dapp.tools Testing framework 15
Waffle Testing framework 8
Slither Security analysis 6
Jest Testing framework 5
Brownie Testing framework 4
Echidna Security analysis 4
pytest Testing framework 3
Mythx Security analysis 2
Cetora Security analysis 2
Manticore Security analysis 1
Embark Testing framework 1
Solgraph Security analysis 1

Such configuration would imply that the tests are not intended for
automated execution, e.g., in a CI pipeline.

While the median number of used testnets is 1, several
projects test their smart contracts on more than one test-
net. Figure 3 depicts the distribution of the number of testnets
per project. The /sushiswap/sushiswap project uses 13 testnets for
testing its smart contracts, /sushiswap/shoyu uses 8, /nftfy/nftfy-
v1-core 7, and 3 projects perform their tests on 6 testnets. These
projects all support smart contracts in multiple EVM-compatible
blockchains (such as Polygon, xDAI, Binance, Huobi, Avalanche
Fuji (testnet), okexchain, arbitrum and celo).

55 (39%) of 139 projects use Kovan and 48 (34%) use Rinkeby.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of used testnets in the studied
projects. The Kovan, Rinkeby and Ropsten testnets are the most
popular. This is not surprising since these testnets are meant to
test smart contracts in Ethereum which was the first blockchain to
support smart contracts.

https://github.com/sushiswap/sushiswap
https://github.com//sushiswap/shoyu
https://github.com/nftfy/nftfy-v1-core
https://github.com/nftfy/nftfy-v1-core
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Figure 4: Popular testnets within OS projects.

4.3 RQ3. What types of tests are performed on
Solidity smart contracts?

Motivation: Applications running in smart contracts are enhanced
by features like decentralization and immutability. However, build-
ing a bug-free smart contract given these new features is tricky. This
RQ investigates which tests developers conduct on smart contracts
to overcome these challenges.

Approach: We manually went through the identified test files
and classified the type of test as either a functional, security or
performance test. We did not come across any other types of tests
in the studied projects.

Findings: 9 (6.5%) projects do not provide details about how
they test their smart contract(s). After inspecting each of these
projects, we did not find test-related code. We highlight, however,
that 3 of the reviewed projects may include test files privately.
For example, the /PancakeBunny-finance/Bunny project contains
audit report files which specify the code coverage index for 4 smart
contracts, the test report of 95 scenarios and a vulnerability analysis
report. Furthermore, the gitignore file in the /yieldyak/smart-
contracts project defines “test” within the list of untracked files.
Finally, the /nftfy/nftfy-v1-core project includes a CI file that points
to tasks related to testing the smart contracts of the project, e.g.,
truffle test.

130 (93.5%) of the projects in our data include functional
testing as part of the testing strategy. Our results corroborate
the findings of prior research [4, 5].

57 (41%) of the studied projects develop Solidity mocks
to test the smart contracts by creating presumed scenarios.
The mocks we found in the studied projects were developed to
either override, add or reset internal functions to simulate particu-
lar scenarios within the blockchain application. For example, the
88mphapp/88mph-contract project has 5 mock files, that inherit
from the ERC20 smart contract. Every mock file initializes the smart
contract in a different way to simulate and test different scenarios.

81 (58%) of the studied projects include testing in the CI
pipeline.Wenoticed that the CI tools usedwere Actions, TravisCI,
and CircleCI, similar to traditional open source projects. We also
found 3 projects that include security testing in their CI pipeline.

13 (9.4%) projects conduct security tests. We observed that
fuzzy testing and audit reports are used to test the security of smart
contracts. 9 (6.5%) of the projects conduct fuzzing testing by feeding
the code with random and erroneous data. These projects attempt to
execute test cases multiple times while changing a particular param-
eter’s value. As a consequence, multiple sequences of transactions
are generated and reviewed automatically.

34 (24.5%) of the studied projects include audit reports per-
formed by third parties. The audit reports have different formats
across projects, but overall, they show the smart contracts’ potential
vulnerabilities and provide recommendations for improvements.
For example, the audit report for the /balancer-labs/balancer-core
project discusses a vulnerability that allows assets to be stolen.

None of the projects implement traditional performance
testing. We did not find traditional performance tests (e.g., execu-
tion time) for the smart contracts. However, we did find 41 (29.5%)
projects that report gas consumption in their tests.

5 THREATS TO VALIDITY
Internal validity. We filter the Solidity projects based on their
number of stars and number of commits tomeasurematurity. Future
studies should investigate if our findings would vary for a different
set of projects.

Construct validity.Ourmanual review of the test files for smart
contracts could be biased. Similarly, there are testing tools that
have command-line interface (CLI) options available that allow
developers to test their smart contracts without leaving a trace in
the source code repository. As a result, the numbers in our study
may be lower estimates.

External validity. Our results are limited to Solidity projects
and may not generalize to other languages for writing smart con-
tracts. In addition, we focus on open source projects only. Future
studies should extend our study to include other languages and
proprietary projects.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper analyzes how Solidity smart contracts in 139 open source
projects are tested. We found that testing files for smart contracts
do not receive many contributions from developers who are not
already part of the core development team of a project. In addition,
we found that functional testing is the most common for smart
contracts, followed by security testing. The most popular testing
tools are Truffle and Hardhat, and several projects use a third
party to conduct an audit of their smart contracts.

https://github.com/PancakeBunny-finance/Bunny
https://github.com/yieldyak/smart-contracts
https://github.com/yieldyak/smart-contracts
https://github.com/nftfy/nftfy-v1-core
https://github.com/88mphapp/88mph-contract
https://github.com/balancer-labs/balancer-core
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